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Abstract 

In this thesis, a framework for validating kubernetes policies through automatic 

test generation is designed and implemented. At first kubernetes and its policies 

as well as possibilities for testing them are discussed. Then a design and its 

application to different kinds of policies is described. Afterwards the design is 

specified for NetworkPolicies and specifics of generating and executing tests are 

discussed. Finally, the features of the framework and its applicability to different 

networking solutions as well as its performance and scalability in terms of cluster 

size, policy count and tested resources are evaluated. 

It is found that the framework generates sufficient test cases that are executed 

effectively. Furthermore, variations in test success rate for single networking 

solutions are observed, while overall feature coverage across solutions is high. 

The results show that the framework scales well with cluster size and tested 

resources. An existing performance issue for very high numbers of policies is 

identified. 
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Kurzfassung 

In dieser Thesis wird ein System zur Validierung von Kubernetes Policies durch 

automatisierte Testgenerierung entworfen und umgesetzt. Zunächst werden 

Kubernetes und dessen Policies als auch Möglichkeiten diese zu testen 

diskutiert. Dann wird ein Entwurf und seine Anwendung auf verschiedene Arten 

von Policies beschrieben. Danach wird der Entwurf für NetworkPolicies 

spezifiziert und Details der Generierung und Ausführung von Tests diskutiert. 

Schließlich werden die Eigenschaften des Systems und seine Anwendbarkeit auf 

diverse Netzwerklösungen sowie seine Leistung und Skalierbarkeit in 

Abhängigkeit von Clustergröße, Anzahl an Policies und getesteten Ressourcen 

evaluiert. 

Es wird herausgefunden, dass das System geeignete Testfälle generiert, die 

effektiv durchgeführt werden. Außerdem werden variierende Erfolgsraten bei der 

Testausführung mit einzelnen Netzwerklösungen beobachtet, während die 

lösungsübergreifende Abdeckung von Eigenschaften hoch ist. Die Ergebnisse 

zeigen, dass das System gut mit Clustergröße und getesteten Ressourcen 

skaliert. Ein vorliegendes Leistungsproblem für sehr große Anzahlen an Policies 

wird identifiziert. 
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1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the motivation for this thesis is given in subchapter 1.1, including 

a short introduction to kubernetes, security issues and inovex’ interest in these 

topics. Then the objectives of this work including its intended use are stated in 

subchapter 1.2. Afterwards, the structure of this thesis is explained in subchapter 

1.3. 

1.1 Motivation 

The continuously growing cloud market [1] created a demand for software which 

leverages its capacities, especially its central characteristic of flexibility [2]. Linux 

containers are a useful tool set for running applications flexibly in a virtual 

environment such as the cloud with less performance overhead than virtual 

machines (VM) [3]. When running container based distributed systems, there is 

an additional need for orchestrating and managing these containers. That opened 

a new niche for container management frameworks [4] In 2015 Google released 

its candidate for this niche, kubernetes, into the public [5]. Kubernetes builds upon 

the experiences of Google’s prior works in that area, Borg [6], [7] with the 

additional goal of working in any non-Google environment, which neither of its 

predecessors could have fulfilled [6], [8]. Today kubernetes is one of the most 

popular software solutions for container orchestration and management and even 

became the most discussed project on GitHub in 2017 [9]. 

As most modern technologies, the cloud is not exempt from security issues. 

Having multiple applications from different customers running on the same 

hardware creates a special need for protection of the platform and customers, 

often formalized through a service level agreement. This need can be addressed 

through securing the virtual network as well as the underlying hardware from 

unwanted access by the applications running on top of it [10], [11]. Recent flaws 

on hardware level such as Meltdown [12], Spectre [13], [14] and especially the 

current SpectreNG vulnerabilities [15] create an additional need for hardening on 

every application layer including the container and cluster levels of cloud 

applications [16], [17]. In kubernetes, container communication can be restricted 

through network policies, while container-host relationships can be set on an 
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application basis with cluster wide policies regulating which settings are allowed 

[18]. 

inovex is a German IT project company with over 270 employees [19]. One of its 

focus sectors is Data Center which includes multiple topics such as DevOps 

Engineering, Cloud, Hosting and Operations [20]. For these topics kubernetes is 

one of the key technologies and has proven itself in multiple projects. To ensure 

security and quality of a kubernetes cluster, policy validation is of high interest for 

inovex. 

1.2 Objectives 

In this work, a framework shall be designed and implemented, which validates a 

running kubernetes cluster’s behavior against its policies. This enables cluster 

operators to determine if any errors in the policies or the systems enforcing them 

exist. It can also be used to continuously monitor potential behavior changes 

brought by an update to kubernetes. This should aid both in raising confidence in 

their system and in increasing cluster security. 

The framework shall include one or more components for completing the 

following tasks: 

• Parse policies 

• Build a model from the parsed policies 

• Choose appropriate test cases from this model 

• Execute test cases 

• Collect results from test executions 

• Summarize results in a structured report 

These tasks should be executed completely, correctly and in a performant 

manner. The applications shall be as modular and independent as possible to 

allow for future extension. 

1.3 Structure 

In chapter 2 the current state of the art is depicted including an in-depth 

explanation of containerization, kubernetes and its concepts like policies as well 

as related work for test generation and test frameworks. The concept for 
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completing aforementioned objectives is described in chapter 3. In chapter 4 the 

implementation of the part of that concept in scope of this thesis is explained. 

This implementation is then evaluated in chapter 5 against a set of measures 

established in that chapter. Finally, chapter 6 discusses the results and outlines 

where further research is required. 
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2 State of the Art 

In this chapter the basis for understanding this thesis is established. Subchapter 

2.1 outlines the fundamentals of containerization including the the history of Linux 

containers, their implementation and an overview of container orchestration. The 

following subchapter 2.2 explains kubernetes in depth, especially its architecture, 

core concepts including the available policies and existing security tools. Finally, 

research related to testing frameworks and policy validation and its possible 

application to this thesis’ problem is discussed in 2.3. 

2.1 Containerization 

While container technology is widely perceived as a recent development, the 

roots of containerization go back to 1979. Back then the chroot system [21] was 

introduced to the current development version of Unix, which forms the basis for 

modern software containerization. Chroot is a system call which isolates a 

process by putting it into its own file system. This core principle of isolation was 

expanded to the network layer with the development of FreeBSD [22] jails [23] in 

2000. Just a year later the first container engine called VServer [24] was being 

developed for Linux, which attempted to enable multiple virtual servers which 

behave like a real machine to run on a single server. VServers popularity was 

limited mostly to shared web-hosting due to its requirement of a patched kernel. 

In 2013 Docker was established, an easy to use container solution that abstracted 

the underlying technologies. Docker quickly gained popularity and became the 

leading container software [25]–[27]. 

2.1.1 Container implementation 

Modern container engines such as Dockers’ underlying libcontainer [28] combine 

multiple mechanisms to achieve an environment which is executed on the kernel 

but behaves like a separate machine. The central technologies are namespaces, 

control groups (cgroups) and union file systems (UnionFS) [29]. Namespaces 

[30] provide limited access to resources such as the process tree through process 

isolation, network, filesystems and inter process communication. Cgroups enable 

to separate tasks into groups. Processes in a cgroup can only see other 
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processes in the same group and perceive the cgroup process as top-level 

process on the kernel. The amount of resources a cgroup can access can be 

limited, such as the amount of RAM or the CPU share [31]. UnionFS is a file 

system which merges multiple file systems into a single virtual view. The file 

systems thereby are assigned a priority for managing write operation targets. This 

system can be used for assembling a container forming a union of a filesystem 

containing a base runtime such as a Java Virtual Machine as read-only, a new 

read file system with the Java application to be run and an empty read-write file 

system. By using the copy-on write (COW) mechanic of UnionFS the whole file 

system can then seemingly be manipulated while the actual changes only affect 

the ephemeral read-write file system in the container [32]. 

2.1.2 Container Images 

Container Images declare the contents of a running container. They contain the 

file system of the running container as well as metadata and configuration. The 

most widely adopted format is the Open Container Initiative (OCI) Image Format 

[33], which originated from Docker donating its image format and is now managed 

by the OCI [34]. 

 

Figure 1: Image structure of two OCI images running on a system 

As depicted in Figure 1, OCI images are extendable using the aforementioned 

mechanics established by UnionFS to stack container layers upon each other. 

This allows sizes to be kept small as only changes to the previous layers are 

stored instead of complete images, so that layers can be easily reused. Through 

COW, the running container can manipulate its file system without affecting the 

associated container image. This makes it simple to launch multiple containers 

using the same image efficiently [35]. 

Kernel 

Base Image 2 

App 

Base Image 1 

Library 

App 
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For describing OCI images, the Dockerfile format is the most pervasive format. A 

Dockerfile is read top to bottom where each instruction creates a new layer in the 

container image. Instructions can be used to set a base image, create paths, copy 

local files into the image, mount data volumes, run commands and more [36].  

2.1.3 Container Registry 

Container registries are a storage solution for container images. Container 

registries can be public such as Dockers’ own Docker Hub [37] or private. Private 

registries are offered by all major cloud providers [38]–[40] or can be self-hosted 

using software like Docker Distribution [41] or Artifactory [42]. They are especially 

useful for deploying containers inside clusters because they provide a central 

place for downloading individual images [40].  

2.1.4 Orchestration 

In distributed systems orchestration means unifying multiple services into a single 

system [43], [44] through management behavior such as deployment, 

configuration and provisioning of services [45], [46]. Container Orchestration 

additionally includes status management and restarting unhealthy containers, 

scaling applications and enabling containers to communicate by providing 

networking and service discovery [3], [4].  

As with container registries, there is tooling by and for Docker for container 

orchestration provided in two applications. Docker Compose [47] can be used for 

multi-container environments on a single host, while Docker Swarm [48] also 

includes management for multiple hosts. There also exist multiple other 

orchestration tools of which many are not container runtime specific. Major cloud 

providers offer solutions for container orchestration. Most of these solutions are 

based on kubernetes except Amazon Elastic Container Service that is available 

with either kubernetes or a proprietary solution [49]–[52]. 

2.2 Kubernetes 

Kubernetes is an open source container orchestration platform initially developed 

by Google. It provides ways to manage containerized applications in their whole 

lifecycle including finding a suitable machine for running workloads, handling 
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automated deployments, networking, ensuring containers are kept running and 

scaling and load balancing of services. 

This is achieved through a variety of independent systems interacting in short 

control loops through a common application programming interface (API) 

provided by a central service. This API is declarative meaning that it describes 

the desired state of the system instead of mutations of the existing state. While 

kubernetes handles management of containers, it relies on an external container 

runtime for actually running them [53]. 

2.2.1 Container runtimes 

Kubernetes natively supports multiple container runtimes since adding rkt [54] 

support in version 1.3. The usage of different runtimes is handled by the 

Container Runtime Interface (CRI) since kubernetes 1.5. This decouples 

kubernetes from the underlying runtime and allows users to choose or implement 

a runtime that best fits their needs [55]. The standard container runtime of 

kubernetes is Docker [53]. 

2.2.2 Architecture 

 By default, kubernetes is a single master system with a variable number of 

worker nodes. A node, whether master or worker, is a single server running as 

part of a kubernetes cluster. Each node can then be used to run one or multiple 

pods according to its capacity and requested resources. 

Master 

The kubernetes master node is responsible for managing the whole system. It 

hosts the Kubernetes Control Plane, which consists of multiple components. The 

central component is the Kubernetes API Server. Every other component 

including master components, node components and the kubernetes command 

line interface (CLI) kubectl manipulate the system exclusively through this server. 

The configuration and state of the whole system is handled by it and persisted by 

the distributed key-value store etcd [56]. Again, only the API server directly 

interacts with etcd, ensuring that everything stored there is valid and consistent. 

Further master components are the Scheduler and the Controller Manager. The 

first looks for pods that are not yet scheduled and assigns them to a node. The 
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second handles nodes entering or leaving the cluster and reaching the desired 

state expressed by cluster-wide resources such as ReplicaSets, Namespaces 

and others.  

Figure 2 shows how master components can also be split between multiple 

master nodes. When using multiple etcd or API server instances, each API server 

passes changes along to etcd where a consensus algorithm requiring a majority 

vote on changes is used. Access to the API server is handled by a load balancer. 

While all API-servers and etcd instances are active in a multi-master setup, only 

one instance of the controller manager and scheduler are each chosen via leader 

election to be the active ones. All other instances are inactive until the leader 

instance fails, in which case a new leader election process starts between the 

remaining instances. 

Worker node 

Each pod submitted to the API server is run on a worker node. As a prerequisite, 

each worker node has to run a container runtime. Kubernetes then requires two 

additional components; the kubelet and the kube-proxy. The kubelet’s purpose is 

managing the running containers on its node including starting and stopping 

containers scheduled for the node and restarting unhealthy ones. The kube-proxy 

handles networking between pods as specified in services including load-

balancing  by providing a stable virtual Internet Protocol (IP) address [18]. 

Master node 1 

Master node 2 

Worker nodes 

Container Runtime 

Kubelet 

Kube-Proxy 

etcd 

etcd 

API 
server 

API 
server 

Consensus 

Scheduler 

Controller 
Manager 

inactive 

Scheduler 

Controller 
Manager 

Load-balancer 

Figure 2: Kubernetes components in multi-master setup 
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2.2.3 API objects 

Kubernetes API objects are all units created by cluster users and managed by 

kubernetes. Applications in kubernetes run in pods. Pods and various other 

resources can be grouped in Namespaces. Services are used to discover pods 

via a stable virtual IP address. Pods can also be replicated by ReplicaSets to 

provide any number of instances inside the cluster and handle scaling. This 

functionality is further extended by versioning through Deployments. To provide 

a pod on each node of a cluster, DaemonSets can be used.  

Kubernetes API objects are described by JSON  which can be stored in files. 

Each object has a spec defining the desired state and a status with the current 

state. Additionally, they all must have a nested object field namespace, name, 

and uid fields. The metadata can also contain list of key-value pairs used for 

organizing and addressing objects and annotations in the same format that is 

used for providing additional, non-identifying information about objects [53]. 

Pod 

Pods are the smallest application units in kubernetes. A single pod can contain 

one or more containers, which are always placed on the same node. This enables 

developers to place applications that are strongly interlinked together while 

bundling their requirements in different images. One pod always has one unique 

cluster-internal IP address and hostname. Applications running in it can use 

interprocess communication and share the same network namespace, which 

means they have to share ports [53]. 

The pod manifest can also contain multiple fields for setting security related 

settings. Pods can be granted or denied access to host network interfaces, 

process id namespace, inter-process communication or host ports as well as 

privileges such as running as root and capabilities like changing file ownership. 

Additionally, read or write restricted file systems can be shared between 

containers in a pod using supplementalGroups [18]. 

Service 

Services are used for exposing pods. A service can target a group of pods defined 

by its labels providing load-balancing and a permanent address that isn’t tied to 
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the lifecycle of single pods. Kubernetes then creates matching endpoint objects 

for each pod matching the labels in the service. Services without label selector 

can also be used to enable access to external resources such as a cloud 

database or another kubernetes cluster or namespace, where each external 

target belonging to the service must have a manually defined endpoint object. 

ReplicaSet 

ReplicaSets are used to define how many instances of a pod should be running 

in a cluster. Each ReplicaSet hereby provides its own template for creating its 

pods and later identifies the pods belonging to it by labels. ReplicaSets can be 

manually scaled by updating the manifest or automatically via Horizontal Pod 

Autoscaling (HPA). For HPA an appropriate target resource such as relative CPU 

usage or absolute memory usage must be defined as well as a threshold for this 

resource at which instances are to be added. 

DaemonSet 

DaemonSets behave similar to ReplicaSets in that they are used to provide 

multiple instances of a pod. Unlike them, DaemonSets place one instance of the 

pods given by their template on each node. Additionally, a node selector can be 

used to restrict nodes affected by DaemonSets. 

Deployment 

Deployment objects are used to manage a scaled set of pods across multiple 

versions of the applications. Besides providing the functionality of ReplicaSets 

through usage of them, they also enable rollouts of new versions including 

different rollout strategies, rollout history and rollback of deployments. Rollout 

strategies are Recreate and RollingUpdate. Recreate simply changes the 

template of the underlying ReplicaSet to the new version while RollingUpdate 

adds a second ReplicaSet besides the old version one and scales both oppositely 

at the same time. 

Namespace 

Namespaces are a possibility for grouping resources such as pods and services. 

They can be seen as a naming scope and allow a resource name to appear 
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multiple times inside a cluster. A new kubernetes cluster always has a default 

namespace which is used when no namespace is provided on creating a 

resource as well as a kube-system namespace in which kubernetes internal 

resources are placed and a kube-public namespace. Each resource always 

belongs to exactly one namespace. Namespaces are useful when sharing a 

cluster between teams or for grouping applications, as user access rights can be 

defined on a per-namespace basis [18]. 

2.2.4 Example cluster application 

In this section the usage of these API objects and how they interact is shown by 

the example of a simple multi-tenant cluster application. 

 

Figure 3: Example multi-tenant cluster application 

As can be seen in Figure 3, this cluster has two namespaces, one for each team. 

Both teams operate a database and a web-application accessing it. Each 

application consists of a Deployment which owns a ReplicaSet that manages a 

set of pods. Additionally, a Service targeting the pods is part of each application, 

which enables load balancing across the pods. 

2.2.5 Authentication and Authorization 

Kubernetes supports authentication and authorization through plugins. One or 

multiple authentication plugins can be used to obtain username, user ID and 
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groups for a client’s request, which can then be used by one of multiple 

authorization plugins to determine whether that user is authorized to perform that 

action. When using multiple plugins for either process, all are accessed in turn 

until one authenticates the user respective authorizes the request. If a client is 

not authenticated by any plugin it is assigned the built in system:unauthenticated 

group, if it isn’t authorized its request is rejected. Authentication can be realized 

using basic http authentication, client certificates or other methods for outside 

users for which the credentials should be managed by an outside system. Pods 

are by default authenticated via kubernetes internal resources called 

ServiceAccounts, which can be defined for single namespaces. 

The default authorization method is role-based access control (RBAC). In RBAC, 

privileges in form of allowed actions for specific resources are granted to roles. 

Users and pods can be assigned one or multiple roles to grant them the privileges 

of all roles they hold. Kubernetes RBAC implements this through the namespaced 

resources Role and RoleBinding for defining privileges and their holders. Cluster-

wide privileges can also be granted by using ClusterRole and ClusterRoleBinding 

instead ￼[18]. 

2.2.6 Policies 

Policies are cluster wide objects used to restrict or grant access to settings, 

resources and other applications to users and their pods running in the cluster. 

Allowed pod settings and defaults for those are provided through a 

PodSecurityPolicy, networking between pods is defined by NetworkPolicies and 

resources usable in a namespace can be restricted by ResourceQuotas. 

PodSecurityPolicy 

PodSecurityPolicies are defined on a per-role basis and control, which pods this 

user can run inside the cluster. If a pod violating this policy is posted to the API 

server by a user it is rejected, while missing defaults may be added automatically. 

Besides limiting the settings already touched upon in the Pod subsection of 

section 2.2.3, PodSecurityPolicies can affect Linux security tooling and volume 

permissions of individual pods. 

An attacker that gained access to a web-app pod’s container from the example 

in section 2.2.4 could use it to e.g. read data from the containers’ host system. 
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Should that pod be coscheduled with a database pod, this might give the attacker 

access to sensitive data. A PodSecurityPolicy restraining access to the host’s 

mount can prevent attackers on compromised containers to access such data. 

NetworkPolicy 

By default, all pods in a cluster can communicate with each other. This behavior 

can be changed by adding a network policy to the cluster’s resources. Network 

policies are similar to a firewall that only allows whitelisted traffic. Therefore, a 

network policy without any rules will disable all communication between pods. 

Ingress and egress traffic can then be allowed by adding rules for specific pods, 

namespaces or both [57] by labels. These rules can be further limited to certain 

ports and protocols [58], [59]. For network policies to have an effect, the 

underlying container networking interface (CNI) must support these policies [18]. 

A network policy could be used in the example cluster from section 2.2.4 to 

prohibit applications in namespace team1 to access those in team2. As the two 

namespaces belong to different tenants, the web application of one tenant should 

not be able to access the database of the other and vice versa to fulfill data 

protection laws. 

ResourceQuota 

While the two aforementioned policy types are foremost concerned with 

application security, ResourceQuotas address a clusters’ users by restricting the 

resources available to them. The ResourceQuota policy is defined per 

namespace with an additional option of being applied only to certain pods. Like 

PodSecurityPolicies it is enforced by an admission controller which has to be 

enabled on API server startup. ResourceQuotas can affect compute resources 

like cpu and memory, storage by size or claim count and overall object count in 

the namespace specified by object type. The specification is always absolute and 

cannot automatically scale with cluster size [60]. 

This is useful for the multi-tenant cluster example in section 2.2.4, as one tenant 

should not be able to use infinite resources. By applying a ResourceQuota to 

each of the namespaces a limit to the usable resources can be set. 
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2.2.7 Security tools 

Some tools for automatic testing of kubernetes cluster security already exist. 

Below each of them is described. 

Kubesec.io 

Kubesec.io [61] is a web based kubernetes resource checker. It tests for a set of 

predefined settings in the submitted kubernetes manifest files such as requested 

resources, capabilities, container rights and more and computes a score from the 

test results. After submitting a file, the score as well as the failed tests including 

an explanation of the test condition are returned. 

Kube-bench 

Kube-bench [62] is an application that executes the CIS Kubernetes Benchmark 

[63] inside a running kubernetes cluster. The benchmark includes testing for flags 

and settings of kubernetes components such as the API Server, the Scheduler, 

the Controller Manager, etcd on the master node, kubelet on worker nodes and 

configuration files on both types of nodes. Most of these tests are scored 

excluding in-depth checks such as PodSecurityPolicy and NetworkPolicy related 

ones, for which the benchmark still provides rationale and guidelines on 

implementing them. Additionally, there are tests available for federated 

kubernetes clusters. The benchmark has to be executed on the running 

kubernetes cluster. 

Chaos Toolkit Kubernetes 

Chaos Toolkit Kubernetes [64] is an extension for the python-based chaos 

engineering CLI Chaos Toolkit [65]. Chaos engineering is a method of testing a 

distributed system by running experiments. An experiment is a test run in which 

an action is used to manipulate a distributed system which’s status is observed 

using probes [66]. Chaos Toolkit Kubernetes adds methods for running such 

experiments against a kubernetes cluster to Chaos Toolkit. Provided actions 

include creating and deleting nodes, terminating pods or starting, scaling and 

killing deployments. Implemented probes are, amongst others, checking for 

microservice availability and health, reading logs and counting pods [64]. 
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Netassert 

Netassert [67] is a test framework for networks in general which natively supports 

kubernetes clusters. It supports testing of possible connections between 

deployments on specific ports and protocols using nmap [68]. It consists of two 

components. The first is a Docker image with a Node.js [69] application which 

executes the given tests. The second component is a bash script for orchestrating 

deployment of these images in the tested instances’ network namespace using 

ssh [70] and the Docker CLI. The bash script also handles result collection and 

presentation [67]. 

2.3 Testing 

Testing is a frequently used software quality measure. It is defined as bringing a 

system under test (SUT) into a certain state and comparing its actual behavior 

with the expected behavior for the system. This is usually done by checking the 

SUTs output for a specified input. Software testing therefore involves executing 

the program, unlike other software quality measures such as static code analysis, 

reviews or software verification [71]. 

2.3.1 Approaches 

Different approaches to testing software have been developed. On a system 

level, threat modeling has proven itself as a heuristic method for identifying 

potential security flaws and attack vectors [72]. Static vulnerability analysis is 

useful to validate a system’s code without executing it by checking it for 

inconsistencies and common mistakes [73]. When testing systems without 

access to their sources, a black-box testing approach can be used. In black-box 

testing, a systems behavior to the outside is regarded without any insight to its 

workings. Independently of the chosen approach, regression testing is often used 

to continuously test a system looking for changes in its behavior [71]. 

To determine what should be tested, techniques such as equivalence partitioning 

and model-based testing can be used. Equivalence partitioning is useful for 

reducing the number of input values for testing a system. Instead of testing every 

possible value, inputs are partitioned by the type of output or failure they are 

expected to generate. When executing tests values that represent a whole class 
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of input can then be chosen from these partitions [74]. In model-based testing, 

the whole SUT is modelled to formally describe its intended behavior. It can then 

be tested whether the actual system behaves as modelled. This is especially 

useful when the implementation of the SUT is not very well known by the tester, 

as the system is represented more understandable through the model [75], [76]. 

This approach has historically been frequently used in network validation, with 

models being generated from a firewall’s specification or a company’s security 

policies [77], [78].  

2.3.2 Firewall Testing as model for NetworkPolicy validation 

Firewalls are network barriers, that control traffic between networks through 

enforcing rules, called policies [79, Sec. 9]. One widely applied use for dynamic 

firewall testing is to place an application on one side for sending packets and 

another application on the other side of the firewall which receives the packets 

that reach it and reports on the results through a channel not restricted by firewall 

rules [80]. This general approach has also been applied to distributed firewalls in 

a complex network with multiple zones by having multiple hierarchical senders 

and listeners in each zone [81]. 

Both static network validation [82] as well as dynamic network validation have 

also been applied to Software Defined Networking (SDN) [83]. Kubernetes’ 

NetworkPolicy is similar to a distributed firewall or SDN policy, where the SDN is 

defined by the kubernetes clusters’ CNI.  

2.3.3 Testing PodSecurityPolicies and ResourceQuotas 

Existing testing methodology most similar to a validation of PodSecurityPolicies 

and ResourceQuotas would be the testing of virtualization technologies such as 

hypervisors, as these policies limit access of containers to their host system’s 

resources in a similar way as hypervisors. Here, a similar approach can be taken 

in which an application is placed inside the restricted environment and attempts 

to perform actions that affect the host environment. Another application monitors 

the host environment for changes and reports these [84]. For container testing a 

static validation tool for Docker images called docker-image-policy [85] exists, 

that validates built images against policies defined with a custom policy 

specification format. But the current focus of security improvements for 
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virtualization and container technology seems to be less on dynamic testing and 

more on hardening with tools such as gVisor [86]. 
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3 Concept 

This chapter outlines the design of the framework for kubernetes policy validation. 

In subchapter 3.1 the architecture of the framework is introduced, and its rationale 

explained. Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 explain how this architecture can be applied 

to validating network policies and other policies respectively. In subchapter 3.2 

that design is reduced to match the limited resources of this thesis. The 

components of this subset are then described in subchapters 3.3 and 3.4. Finally, 

the operation of the framework is explained in 3.5. 

3.1 General Architecture 

Figure 4 depicts the general architecture of the framework. It is composed of 

multiple components which can be run independently from each other and save 

their results as markup files with a defined structure. 

 

Figure 4: General architecture of the framework 
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The first component, called the rule assembler, requests the current policies and 

related cluster resources and saves them to a single rule file. These rules 

represent all pods affected by policies and their privileges and serve as input for 

the test case generator component which selects a subset of the rules using 

equivalence partitioning and saves those to a test case file. This test case file is 

used as input for the test executor component. That component runs the test 

specified in the test case files and outputs the results in a result file. This result 

file is then finally archived by the result archival component. Depending on the 

use case either the current result or any archived result can also be rendered by 

the result rendering component. 

This component-based design allows for high flexibility, maintainability and allows 

for single components to be reused in other applications or exchanged for use in 

different contexts. The files’ structures serve as API for the single components 

and can be used by other applications to extract different information, e.g. 

checking the rule file for inconsistencies or weak rules. The rules file in particular 

also acts as compatibility layer between the tested application’s policy format and 

the test case generator subcomponent, allowing for later extensions to other 

cluster platforms. The separation of test case generation and execution enables 

easy adaption to other workflows such as testing against network operators’ 

beliefs [83] instead of cluster policies. 

3.1.1 Application for NetworkPolicy validation 

To validate network policies, the rule assembler has to retrieve network policies 

as well as services from the cluster. The network policies are combined into rules 

that describe the allowed connections between pods and the services are 

matched compared with the policies. Services that have no policies restricting 

them result in rules which state that they can reach everything. 

The test case generator should then choose a set of allowed and forbidden 

connections that is representative for all rules. These cases consist of a specific 

source and target host, port and protocol and the expectation of whether that 

connection should be allowed or not. 

The test-executor needs to have the ability to check connections without 

disrupting cluster operation. Netassert could be used as test-executor in 
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conjunction with a subcomponent that converts its console output into a 

structured result file. 

3.1.2 Application to other policy types 

The rule assembler can be extended to assemble different kinds of rules for 

PodPolicies or ResourceQuotas such as “a pod with label X cannot be run with 

root access” for the former, or “namespace Y can contain up to N pods” for the 

latter. These can then be sampled into test cases using a technique such as 

equivalence partitioning. An alternative test executor would then execute these 

cases and output results in a format usable by the same result archival and 

rendering components. 

3.2 Scope 

Due to the limited resources for this thesis, only part of the concept is 

implemented. This part is limited to the dynamic validation of network policies for 

kubernetes clusters. 

 

Figure 5: Implemented subset of framework 
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Out of these limitations result the partial concept depicted in Error! Reference 

source not found.. It shows, that the rule assembler is not implemented, as 

neither static checking of rules nor the compatibility it enables is required. Instead 

the test case generator directly gets network policies from the cluster and 

generate test cases for the test executor. The results of the executor are saved 

to a file and output on the console, omitting a dedicated archival and rendering 

component. 

3.3 Test Case Generator 

The test case generator in the restricted scope of this thesis directly requests 

network policies from the kubernetes cluster and generates test cases. By 

analyzing network policies it creates a whitelist of allowed connections for each 

policy, containing source and target pod identified by namespace and labels. As 

network policies can override each other by allowing connections that are 

forbidden by other policies, these whitelists are then merged to find all allowed 

and forbidden connections in the entire cluster. This ruleset is used for choosing 

test cases. 

3.3.1 Supported test cases 

Network policies concerning cluster internal resources are completely supported 

by this framework. Positive tests are generated for each policy that allows any 

connections and negative tests for each policy restricting traffic. This means, that 

for policies specifying ports, whether by alias or number, it is tested that all 

specified ports are reachable using the specified protocol or Transmission 

Control Protocol (TCP) if none is specified. Additionally, test cases are also 

generated for forbidden connections choosing a random subset of the ports that 

are not allowed. When no ports are specified, a random set of ports is selected 

for positive tests. For ingress and egress target specifications, namespace 

selectors and pod selectors are supported, whereas IP blocks are not. 

This is because they may represent connections to or by hosts outside the 

cluster. Test cases for testing ingress traffic from outside the cluster are 

precluded from this framework, as these tests would require provisioning the test 

application on an outside host. That is especially complicated for policies 
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restricting ingress traffic to specific source IP addresses, as source IP spoofing 

or an outside server in that IP address range would be required. 

Policies affecting egress traffic to outside servers are also precluded by this 

framework to avoid legal issues concerning scanning foreign hosts. As 

authorization should be acquired prior to scanning a foreign network, something 

similar to a whitelisting mechanism for authorized destinations would be required. 

Such a mechanism is considered outside the scope of this thesis. 

3.3.2 Test case file format 

The test case file describes single tests in terms of expectations in a hierarchical 

structure. The root of this hierarchy is the testing namespace, defined by policy 

type. As only NetworkPoliciy validation is implemented in this thesis, the network 

namespace is the sole root of each test case file.  

 

Listing 1: Example test case file 

A single network test case represents a reachability or non-reachability 

expectation of one host to another host on one specific respective any open port. 

A host hereby is a pod defined by a combination of its namespace by name or 

labels and either name or labels as seen in Listing 1. In that example, a pod in a 

deployment in the namespace default is expected to reach pods in the same 

namespace with name test-microservice on ports 80 and 8080 but should not 

reach test-database in namespaces tagged team=operations on port 1443, as 

indicated by the minus sign prefix of the port number. The third target of this pod 

is a pod in namespace other labelled role=monitoring that is expected to be 

reachable on any open port. 

The file format for test case files is YAML ain’t markup language (YAML), a format 

widely used for kubernetes manifests [87], making the framework easy to use for 

kubernetes cluster operators. 

network:  
  default:test- frontend:  
    test-microserv ice :  
     - 80 
     - 8080 
    team=operations:test-database:  -1443 
    other:role=monitoring :  * 
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3.4 Test Executor 

While netassert seems like a suitable Test Executor, it relies on ssh and the 

Docker CLI as tools that are not available for every kubernetes cluster. The 

reliance on ssh might be eased in a google cloud kubernetes cluster using 

gcloud’s ssh wrapper [88], but in other kubernetes clusters there is much setup 

involved to easily connect to a node via ssh, including potential changes in the 

clusters network. Using the Docker CLI adds an additional tool dependency to 

cluster nodes, preventing usage of netassert in clusters with other container 

runtimes without additional modification. 

Because of these constraints, the approach of placing a container in the tested’ 

pods namespace is transferred to a custom test executor for this thesis. This 

executor merely relies on kubectl as external tool, by utilizing DaemonSets. The 

DaemonSet places containers on each node, which execute the tests by 

attaching themselves to the tested pods’ network namespace and utilizing nmap 

directly. 

3.4.1 Architecture 

This Test Executor consists of two components, an Orchestrator and a Runner. 

The Orchestrator handles communication with the kubernetes API server to set 

up the runners, start their execution and revert changes to the cluster afterwards. 

The Runner executes the test cases and save the results to a persistent location. 

Runner 

The Runner is a container that runs nmap to validate the reachability or non-

reachability of its targets. It parses the test cases from the case ConfigMap, 

identifies those that can be run on its node and then runs those sequentially. Each 

run consists of attaching to the source hosts network namespace and running a 

port scan for the given ports. The results are then placed in a new ConfigMap 

that is marked for collection for the Orchestrator. 

Attaching to the network namespace results in the port scan’s result being 

equivalent to one run in a container of the source host. As this attachment is only 

for a short duration, live traffic in the cluster is unaffected. 
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Orchestrator 

The Orchestrator initially parses the test case file and requests information about 

the pods currently running in the cluster. Using this information, the Orchestrator 

can identify which test cases cannot be executed due to missing source pods or 

target pods and services. It creates these missing resources and then starts the 

Runner DaemonSet. 

All test cases are written to a ConfigMap shared by the pods. The Orchestrator 

then waits for each Runner to finish, marked by the creation of a ConfigMap 

containing the results. These are then all read and combined to a single result 

file. 

3.4.2 Result file format 

In the result file, each test case of the test case file is listed with its result. Results 

are either success or failure with an optional string representation. Additionally, 

failures can also be due to errors in which case an error field with a short 

description is included. 

 

Listing 2: Example result file in YAML format 

Such a result file is shown in Listing 2. The format is similar to that of the test 

cases in Listing 1 but includes an additional layer after the port component of 

each test case in which the results are presented. 

network:  
  default:test- frontend:  
    test-microserv ice :  
     - 80:  
         success:  true 
     - 8080:  
         success:  true 
    team=operations:test-database:   
     - -1443:  
         success:  false 
         str ing:  Couldn’t reach pod on port 1443  
    other:role=monitoring :   
     - *:  
         success:  false 
         error:  Namespace ‘other’  not found  
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3.5 Framework Operation 

The validation framework is split into two runnable components. One component 

is the runner, which runs inside the cluster. The other component is a CLI tool 

which is handling everything from test generation to launching one or more 

instances of the runner. It also is responsible for collecting results and displaying 

them. 

3.5.1 Software Packaging 

To deploy the runner in a pod it can be packaged as Docker image. This image 

can be uploaded to a public Docker registry, so that the kubernetes cluster can 

automatically pull that image. 

The CLI tool can either be run manually on any machine, which can connect to 

the kubernetes API server, or also be packaged into a Docker image. As Docker 

image it can be run as pod inside the cluster, e.g. scheduled as Job. This requires 

a PersistentVolume to be created and bound by a PersistentVolumeClaim to 

allow the framework to store its results. 

3.5.2 Authentication and authorization 

For both variants kubernetes API access with privileges to read and create 

resources is required. Read access is needed to get the tested policies and their 

related resources while object creation can be part of the test execution. When 

run from outside the cluster these privileges must be granted to an account 

usable by the application. When using the default method of RBAC, a separate 

ClusterRole with accompanying ClusterRoleBinding should be used. For inside 

the cluster operation, ServiceAccounts can be used. As these are namespaced 

resources, the application should be run in a separate testing namespace to 

ensure that only the frameworks’ containers are granted these extensive 

privileges. 
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4 Implementation 

In this chapter the implementation of the framework is explained starting with the 

used technologies in subchapter 4.1. In subchapter 4.2 the resource 

management of kubernetes API objects used by the framework is described. 

Subchapter 4.3 focuses on the generation of test cases and 4.4 on the 

implementation of test execution. 

4.1 Technology 

All components of this framework are implemented in Python 3.7 and additionally 

tested with Python 3.5 and 3.6. Besides Python standard libraries, the 

Kubernetes Python Client [89] is used for accessing the kubernetes cluster, click 

[90] and click_log [91] to create the command line tools and enable logging to the 

console for them and PyScaffold [92] for setting up the project. 

Besides Python, nmap is used in the test runner as well as nsenter and crictl, a 

CLI for kubelet CRI included in cri-tools [93]. The runner is packaged in a Docker 

image, which is pulled from a public repository on DockerHub. 

4.2 Managing resources 

To easily identify resources in the cluster that were created by the framework and 

enable cleanup, some basic measures are taken. Each API resource has two 

labels, one for identifying the role the resource plays in the test process and one 

containing the cleanup policy for that resource. Additionally, test runners and 

related resources are placed into a project specific namespace. 

The solution’s CLI includes a clean command that deletes resources with the 

specified policy labels. Cleanup policies that are supported are always and on-

request, with always being the default. The only resources that have the on-

request policy are the project namespace and everything running in it, to enable 

continuous testing. 

When calling the clean command, it removes resources with all policies by 

default, starting with namespace, as kubernetes cascades their deletion. Then all 

other framework API objects are deleted sequentially. 
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4.3 Generating test cases 

Generating test cases is done in two main steps. First positive test cases are 

generated for each network policies and afterwards negative test cases for all 

isolated hosts. Each pod in a network policies’ namespace, that matches its 

podSelector is isolated for all incoming traffic that is not explicitly allowed by any 

network policy and hence called isolated host. 

 

Listing 3: Example Network Policy 1 as YAML manifest 

For example, the network policy in Listing 3 isolates hosts with labels app=web 

in namespace default from any traffic that is not from namespaces labelled 

purpose=production. 

4.3.1 Positive test cases 

To construct positive test cases, the host targeted by the network policy is built 

from its spec and metadata. This host, called ruleHost, is also added to the list of 

isolated hosts that is used for negative test generation later on. Then each host 

specified by an ingress or egress rule is extracted as otherHost. If the rule only 

has a namespace selector, the selector’s labels are used targeting all pod’s in 

these namespaces. If it has only a pod selector, the ruleHost’s namespace is 

combined with the pod selector’s labels. If it has both, the labels from both are 

combined into a host definition. 

If ports are specified for the rule, they are extracted into a list, otherwise only a 

wildcard is put into it. For each of the ports a test case is then generated. If it is 

kind:  NetworkPolicy 
apiVersion :  networking.k8s.io/v1 
metadata:  
  name:  web-allow-prod 
  namespace:  default 
spec:  
  podSelector:  
    matchLabels:  
      app:  web 
  ingress:  
  - from:  
    -  namespaceSelector:  
        matchLabels:  
          purpose:  production 
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an ingress rule, the case states that otherHost can reach ruleHost in the given 

port. If it’s an egress rule, the same case is generated with hosts in reversed 

positions. 

4.3.2 Negative test cases 

Above only the generation of test cases determining that one application can 

reach another, or positive test cases, is described. As the default is that all 

applications can reach all others, negative test cases are also required to 

determine whether a network policy is working. These are generated for each 

isolated host stored in the previous step. 

At first, all hosts that reach this isolated host or hosts overlapping it are extracted 

from the network policy. These are then inverted by appending a prefix to the 

name and labels if given. This can result in up to three inverted hosts for one host 

reaching the isolated one, if that host is specified by namespace name or labels 

and pod labels. 

Table 1: Positive and negative test cases for the network policy in Listing 3 

FROM TO PORT 

purpose=production:* default:app=web * 

not-purpose=production:* default:app=web -* 

 

These inverted hosts are then filtered for overlaps with the reaching hosts and for 

each of the remaining a test case is generated with a port specified for the original 

host the inverted is created from. This ensures that only connections from 

different pods are tested in this step, not connections on different ports. Table 1 

shows how an inverted from-host for the network policy in Listing 3 would look. 

In that policy all pods in namespaces tagged purpose-production are specified, 

so that only the namespace can be inverted. 

If no host reaching the isolated host exists, a test case stating that the isolated 

host cannot reach itself on any port is generated instead, as no reaching hosts 

indicates that this host should be isolated from all traffic. No negative tests based 

on inverting open ports are generated, as the used port mapping technique 

cannot differentiate between closed and filtered ports. 
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4.3.3 Calculating host overlap 

Host overlap means, that resources, such as pods or services, targeted by a host 

are also targeted by another host. For example, two hosts with the same 

namespace and a set of pod labels each are considered overlapping, if any pod 

label from one host is in the labels of another host. Wildcard labels hereby always 

match other pods’ labels. 

Namespace names and namespace labels are resolved with a snapshot of the 

current namespaces in the cluster by searching for all namespaces matching the 

labels and comparing their names to the compared to hosts namespace name. 

This step can be skipped if the namespace labels are wildcard labels, as they 

match all namespaces. Two hosts are considered overlapping, if their 

namespaces and their pod labels overlap. 

 

Figure 6: Example network policy 2 in graphical visualization 

This overlap calculation is done to avoid situations where a negative test always 

fails, because a pod included the labels of two network policies. In Figure 6 one 

reachability statement is depicted that collides with the test cases in Table 1. It 

states that pods labelled other=label in any namespace can reach any pods in 

namespace default. As the target host in Table 1 is in namespace default and the 

wildcard label from network policy 2 in Figure 6 matches all labels including those 

of network policy 1 these two hosts overlap. 

Additionally, there is an overlap in these two, as the namespace wildcard matches 

the purpose=production label and the first policy’s wildcard pod labels match 

other=label. As both components of the two hosts match, they are considered 

matching. This prevents the negative test case from Table 1 failing, if a pod in 
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namespace purpose=production with other=label in its labels is randomly 

selected for the test. 

4.4 Running tests 

As explained in subchapter 3.4, test execution is split between two components, 

test orchestrator and test runner. The test orchestrator can be run via the 

frameworks’ CLI and the runner has its own CLI that is called in its Docker images 

entrypoint. 

4.4.1 Test orchestrator 

The test orchestrator supports four operations which are meant to be run 

sequentially. The first operation is refreshing resources, the second one 

concretizing test cases, the third creating and launching the test runner and the 

final operation is collecting results. Each of these operations is implemented as 

a method of the TestOrchestrator class. 

Refreshing resources 

When refreshing resources, the orchestrator takes a snapshot of the clusters’ 

current namespaces, pods and services. This snapshot is used for the following 

operations. 

Concretizing tests 

Before the runner DaemonSet can be started, the test cases need to be prepared 

for it. Up until this point, test cases define allowed connections in an abstract 

manner, targeting pods and potentially namespaces by labels. To actually run 

these tests, they need to be converted to concrete test cases that specify 

connections from a specific pod to a specific service. 

Based on the resources in the snapshot and the abstract test cases, the test 

orchestrator searches for pods and services matching the cases. It first searches 

pods matching the fromHost of the test cases creating a dummy pod running a 

nginx container if none can be found. Then it rewrites the ports of the test cases 

by checking services matching the according toHost for port mappings. This step 

is necessary as network policies as well as the abstract test cases always specify 

the open ports on pod level, while services might map these ports to different port 
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numbers. If the port of the service is different to the one on the port it is changed 

accordingly. There also can be wildcard ports at this point which are replaced by 

any port on the service.  

If no services exist for the toHost, numbered ports are left unchanged and 

wildcard ports replaced by a random port number instead. The missing service is 

then created with those port numbers to ensure that traffic is not blocked due to 

closed ports. A dummy pod for the service is also created in that case. 

The mappings of abstract to concrete for fromHosts, toHosts and ports are saved 

to allow for the test results to be mapped back to the abstract test cases later on. 

Creating and launching test runner 

To reduce potential effects of the test run on production workloads, all test runner 

resources are created in a separate testing namespace. As first part of creating 

and launching the runner, this namespace is created with a ServiceAccount as 

well as a ClusterRoleBinding for the runners. The ClusterRoleBinding binds the 

cluster-admin role to that ServiceAccount. The orchestrator then creates the 

ConfigMap containing the concrete test cases and finally the runner DaemonSet. 

The pod spec of that DaemonSet specifies a container with the runners’ Docker 

image, mounts the cases from the ConfigMap as local file and add an 

environment variable with the name of the node the pod launches that is 

automatically filled on pod creation. It also grants the pod extensive rights. By 

specifying the aforementioned ServiceAccount with the cluster-admin role bound 

to it, the pod can view and manipulate all resources in the cluster, which is 

required to identify pods running on the same node and create its result 

ConfigMap. A container security context grants privileged mode, allows privilege 

escalation and ensures the container is run as root. The pod can also see the 

host PID. These rights are needed by the application inside the container to 

change namespaces. 

Collecting results 

The results these test runner pods produce can then be collected. To ensure that 

complete results are collected, this method waits for one runner pod per node in 

the cluster to be created. It then repeatedly requests ConfigMaps until there is a 
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result ConfigMap for each runner pod before loading the result from them and 

combining them. 

4.4.2 Test runner 

Each test runner first reads the test cases from the case file mounted in its local 

file storage from the case ConfigMap. It then requests a list of all pods on its node 

from the kubernetes API server and filters the test cases with a fromHost pod not 

included in that list. The filtered test cases are then executed for each fromHost 

sequentially, and the results combined into a single YAML file. In the end those 

files’ contents are written to a ConfigMap unique to that runner pod. 

The test runner relies on crictl being available on the host machine and the 

container includes nmap. Additionally, nsenter and host from the linux coreutils 

package are used. All these external tools are called with the subprocess module 

of the python core library. 

Test execution 

The basic process of test execution is entering the network namespace of the 

fromHost pod and running nmap for all ports of each toHost separately. To do 

this, the pods network namespace has to be identified. This is implemented by 

calling crictl to first get the pod id of the pod identified by name and namespace 

and then the network namespace id for that pod id. 

Before calling nmap, the target’s hostname is manually resolved using the host 

command. This is necessary because nmap isn’t able to find DNS servers in the 

target network namespace. Then nmap is called in the fromHost’s network 

namespace to run a port scan on the ip address returned by the host command. 

The results are stored in an XML file which is afterwards parsed to generate the 

results by matching the port scan results with the expectations expressed in the 

test cases. 

Executing commands in a pod’s network namespace 

Nsenter is used to run nmap and the host command in the fromHost pod’s 

network namespace. With nsenter, a command can be executed in a different 

namespace. 
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Figure 7: Namespace switching process 

As shown in Figure 7, other pods are run besides the runner pod. Therefore the 

host system’s mount namespace must be entered to be able to see other network 

namespaces as indicated by arrow (1) in Figure 7. Then the fromHost pod’s 

network namespace is specified with another nsenter command as indicated by 

arrow (2). Finally, a third nsenter is chained to the former two, to reenter the 

runner pod’s mount namespace, as the tools installed in the pod such as nmap 

are available there. This is depicted by arrow (3). At the end of this chain, the 

command to be executed is added. 

Port scanning 

Nmap offers a variety of scan types with different behaviors and use cases. The 

default for scanning TCP ports is a TCP SYN scan which determines port state 

as open, closed, or filtered. Another scan type is TCP ACK that only sends an 

ACK package and marks ports as filtered or unfiltered. This second scan type is 

commonly used for firewall mapping, as both open and closed ports cause a 

response. 

For this TestRunner, a TCP ACK scan does not produce the expected results. 

Ports that are not open on the mapped container are falsely marked as filtered 

and testing the scan with a simple network policy and calico as networking tool 

resulted in false positives, although a comparative test using wget in the same 

pods showed that real traffic is in fact blocked as expected. 

Therefore, TCP SYN is used as scan type. A filtered as scan result is being 

interpreted as the port being blocked by a network policy while both open and 

closed are interpreted as not blocked. This method still has the downside, that 

ports that are not open on the container are falsely marked as filtered, but this 

host system  
mount namespace 

fromHost pod 

network namespace 

runner pod 

mount namespace 

(1) (2) (3) 
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problem is addressed in the port resolution component  described in subsection 

Concretizing tests of section 4.4.1. 
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5 Results 

The evaluation of the framework was done in two separate phases. The first is a 

feature evaluation, aimed at determining the functionality of the solution and is 

described in subchapter 5.1. The second evaluation is a performance evaluation, 

that tests the frameworks runtime in different scenarios. It is described in 

subchapter 5.2. Both evaluations were implemented using bash [94] scripts and 

terraform [95] and its openstack provider [96] for setting up clusters for each 

evaluation. 

5.1 Feature evaluation 

The feature evaluation tests the implemented solution for supported network 

policies with different networking plugins. The test set is described in section 

5.1.1. In section 5.1.2 the choice of networking plugins is presented, and the 

evaluation process is in section 5.1.3. The results are then discussed in section 

5.1.4. 

5.1.1 Test set 

The test set was taken from the GitHub repository kubernetes network policies 

[59], which contains descriptions of single-purpose network policies including an 

example manifest, an explanation of it purpose and a procedure to manually 

apply and test that recipe. These recipes cover a wide range of kubernetes 

NetworkPolicy features making it suitable as test set for the framework. 

Table 2: Kubernetes network policies as listed on GitHub, including an indicator 
for whether they were used in this evaluation 

# Name Used 

1 DENY all traffic to an application ✓ 

2 LIMIT traffic to an application ✓ 

02a ALLOW all traffic to an application ✓ 

3 DENY all non-whitelisted traffic in the current namespace ✓ 

4 DENY all traffic from other namespaces (a.k.a. LIMIT access to 
the current namespace) 

✓ 

5 ALLOW traffic to an application from all namespaces ✓ 

6 ALLOW all traffic from a namespace ✓ 
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# Name Used 

7 ALLOW traffic from some pods in another namespace ✓ 

8 ALLOW traffic from external clients ✗ 

9 ALLOW traffic only to certain port numbers of an application ✓ 

10 ALLOW traffic from apps using multiple selectors ✓ 

11 DENY egress traffic from an application ✓ 

12 DENY all non-whitelisted egress traffic in a namespace ✓ 

14 LIMIT egress traffic to the cluster (DENY external egress traffic) ✗ 

 

For this automated evaluation the manifest files were extracted from each textual 

description, as well as a setup and teardown script for creating and removing the 

described test resources such as the policy itself and namespaces, pods and 

services addressed by it. All recipes are listed in Table 2. The used indicator 

shows that only 12 out of the 14 current recipes were used in this evaluation. As 

the concept did exclude testing of egress traffic outside the cluster, the two 

recipes aiming at limiting that traffic were omitted. 

5.1.2 Networking plugins 

To validate whether the implementation correctly executes tests independent of 

the used networking solution, different kubernetes cluster networking plugins 

were tested. A wide range of networking plugins exist, of which only some support 

NetworkPolicy enforcement. Table 4 in Appendix A: Networking plugins lists 

those mentioned on the CNI GitHub repository [97]  including their NetworkPolicy 

support. 

For this evaluation a subset of the seven plugins supporting NetworkPolicies was 

used. This consists of Calico [98], Romana [99]  and Weave Net [100]. The results 

produced by the framework with these three plugins should indicate, whether it is 

generalizable for any networking plugin. 

5.1.3 Proceedings 

Before the evaluation is executed, the newest version of the evaluation set [101] 

is automatically downloaded if not present already. For each networking plugin, 

the evaluation starts with setting up a new kubernetes cluster consisting of one 

master and one worker node. Then the tested networking plugin is installed, and 

each supported recipe evaluated sequentially.  
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Evaluating a recipe consists of executing the setup script, cleaning the cluster 

from all framework resources, running the framework and finally cleaning the 

cluster using the teardown script. In one evaluation run all plugins are used for 

testing all recipes sequentially. 

5.1.4 Results 

Results are split into analysis of the generated test cases and evaluation of the 

results for these cases with the different networking plugins. Seven runs were 

executed for this evaluation. The solution should generate at least one test case 

for each recipe and additionally assert that only the specified traffic is allowed 

where possible.  

Table 3: Generated tests per recipe 

Recipe Tests 

01-deny-all-traffic-to-an-application 1 

02-limit-traffic-to-an-application 4 

02a-allow-all-traffic-to-an-application 1 

03-deny-all-non-whitelisted-traffic-in-the-namespace 1 

04-deny-traffic-from-other-namespaces 2 

05-allow-traffic-from-all-namespaces 1 

06-allow-traffic-from-a-namespace 2 

07-allow-traffic-from-some-pods-in-another-namespace 4 

09-allow-traffic-only-to-a-port 4 

10-allowing-traffic-with-multiple-selectors 12 

11-deny-egress-traffic-from-an-application 1 

12-deny-all-non-whitelisted-traffic-from-the-namespace 1 

Overall 34 

 

In Table 3 the recipes are listed with the number of tests generated for each. For 

the twelve tested recipes 34 tests are generated. The same tests were generated 

in every run. A complete log of the results for one plugin can be found in Appendix 

B: Evaluation log for Calico from run 7. 
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Listing 4: Network policy manifest from recipe 02a-allow-all-traffic-to-an-
application 

Listing 4 shows the policy manifest from one of the recipes that only had one test 

case generated for them. It states that all ingress traffic to pods in namespace 

default with labels app=web is allowed by specifying an empty ingress rule. 

 

Listing 5: Test case generated for recipe 02a-allow-all-traffic-to-an-application 

When comparing to the resulting test case in Listing 5 this is the expected 

behavior. Recipe 05’s policy causes a similar test to be generated, as the ingress 

rule of that policy specifies an empty namespace selector. The policy of recipe 

01 has the inverse behavior of 02a, targeting a single pod for which no traffic is 

allowed. Recipe 03’s manifest targets all pods in a namespace and also allows 

no ingress traffic. The final recipes with one test generated, 11 and 12, are similar 

but deny egress instead of ingress traffic. 

 

Listing 6: Test cases generated for recipe 04-deny-traffic-from-other-
namespaces 

The policy for recipe 04 results in the generation of the two test cases shown in 

Listing 6. The manifest specifies a single ingress rule with an empty pod selector, 

which means that all pods in the same namespace are allowed. Generating a test 

kind:  NetworkPolicy 
apiVersion :  networking.k8s.io/v1 
metadata:  
  name:  web-allow-a ll  
  namespace:  default 
spec:  
  podSelector:  
    matchLabels:  
      app:  web 
  ingress:  
  - {}  
 

FROM  TO                     PORT 
*:*      default:app=web  *  

FROM                                                TO              PORT 
thesis-mbischoff-inverted-secondary:*   secondary:*  -*   
secondary:*                                        secondary:*  *    
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case asserting that behavior and one asserting that other namespaces’ pods 

cannot reach the ones in the specified namespaces is therefore the intended 

result. For recipe 06, two similar test cases are generated, but they assert that 

traffic from the specified other namespace is allowed, while traffic from further 

namespaces isn’t. This meets the basic requirement of asserting that only 

allowed connections are possible. 

Recipes 02, 07 and 09 showcase more specific selectors and therefore cause 

more tests to be generated. While in the above example the from host still 

contained one wildcard component, these three recipes all specify pod and 

namespace and therefore not only cause the generation of a negative test using 

namespace inversion but also pod label inversion. This is the expected behavior 

for the current implementation, but an advanced solution should also invert the 

ports that are specified in recipe 09.  

 

Listing 7: Ingress rule from network policy manifest of recipe 10-allowing-traffic-
with-multiple-selectors 

Finally, recipe 10’s results stand out from the others, as three times the tests are 

generated than for any other recipe. Listing 7 shows that this is due to its ingress 

rule specifying three pod selectors. As separate selectors are combined using an 

OR union, this results in tripling of the number of tests of a similar policy with only 

one selector such as recipe 02. 

Overall the generated test cases are as expected, as at least one case was 

generated per network policy and additional cases generated where applicable. 

ingress:  
- from:  
    -  podSelector:  
        matchLabels:  
          app:  bookstore 
          ro le:  search 
    -  podSelector:  
            matchLabels:  
              app:  bookstore 
              role:  api 
    -  podSelector:  
            matchLabels:  
              app:  inventory 
              role:  web 
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Therefore, all 34 test cases should always execute with success for the three 

networking plugins Calico, Romana and Weave Net. 

 

Figure 8: Boxplot of test successes for different network plugins over seven test 
runs 

Looking at the distribution of successes for the different plugins depicted in Figure 

8 shows that this expectation is not met. The success rate for all plugins is less 

than 100% throughout all test runs but only one test case failed for every plugin 

every time. 

The failures consist partly of tests which always fail when using their plugin. Part 

of the failures when using Romana and Calico are tests that only sometimes fail. 

For calico there are four tests that always fail and two that sometimes do. 

Romana behaves the most inconsistent, as six tests always failed while 25 

sometimes were successful. The 19 test cases that failed in the cluster with 

Weave Net were mostly the same with 13 failing consistently. An exhaustive 

overview of the tests and their failure respective success behavior can be found 

in Appendix C: Test results for different network plugins. 

This fluctuation can be attributed to race conditions that cause tests to be run 

before iptables rules are updated for the network policy or incorrect 

implementation of the network plugins. The constant failures could also be due 

to a race condition that always happened. To try to mitigate this, a delay was 

introduced after resetting the cluster in test runs five and six, and another delay 
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after every setup script run in test run seven. These delays showed no 

improvements so that no further runs were done. 

The failures did appear both for negative and positive test cases without showing 

a pattern between the three plugins. This might indicate that the different results 

are due to different implementations of the network plugins that cause network 

policies to be interpreted and enforced differently. 

The only exception to this is the single case generated for recipe 12 which always 

failed. The affiliated policy states that no egress traffic from the test application is 

allowed. As this egress traffic includes DNS, the host resolution for this test case 

fails, causing the runner to report an error and a failure for this test case. This is 

a minor error that does not appear for recipe 11 because port 53 is allowed there. 

It could be fixed by resolving the services hostname in the runner pods network 

namespace instead of the target pods network namespace. This might change 

test results though, as resolving hostnames in the target network namespace was 

intentionally implemented to ensure that the test traffic mimics production traffic 

as closely as possible. 

The three other consistent failures for Calico are also noteworthy, as only the 

positive test cases for recipe 10 fail. As the three test cases each assert that 

connections are allowed from pods with one of the podSelectors in Listing 7, this 

failure indicates that calico joins the selectors with an AND union instead of the 

OR union specified by kubernetes. 

5.2 Performance evaluation 

The performance evaluation is used to determine framework performance in 

different scenarios. It is done with different cluster sizes, network policy counts 

and numbers of network policies for which resources were created. These 

resources and their setup are explained in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 respectively. 

In section 5.2.3 the recorded runtimes and their meaning are explained before 

the results are discussed in 5.2.4. 

5.2.1 Test resources 

Cluster size is described in terms of node count excluding the master node, so 

a cluster of size one contains a single worker node and a master node. All clusters 
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have one master node. Each node is a VM with 4vCPUs and 8GB RAM running 

Ubuntu 18.04 server [102]. The physical CPUs on the machines hosting the VMs 

are Intel® Xeon® Processor E5-2650 v4 [103]  which have 12 cores and 24 

threads each. One vCPU is equivalent to one thread with vCPUs potentially being 

overprovisioned. Tested cluster sizes are 1, 10, 25 and 50 nodes.  

Numbers of network policies are 1, 10, 100 and 1000. These network policies 

all contain a single ingress rule targeting pods in the same namespace, which 

allows traffic to a single pod label set, unique for each policy. For those network 

policies test resources consisting of a target pod and a service targeting it are 

created in the same increments of numbers, up to the number of policies. This 

number is referred to as resource count. 

All test runs were done using calico, as the networking plugin should not affect 

performance significantly. 

5.2.2 Proceedings 

Each test run is done for a single cluster size using all combinations of numbers 

of network policies and resource count. The test runs are prefaced by setting up 

a cluster with the specified size and then sequentially setting up the resources 

and executing the plugin. Resource setup consists of first creating a namespace 

for all test resources, then generating network policies and finally pods and 

services. The test run consists of a single execution of the framework. Framework 

and evaluation resources are cleaned before each resource setup. 

This process is run inside a pod in the cluster in a separate namespace. It is 

triggered from outside the cluster by applying the pod spec to the cluster. After 

each complete run the cluster is recreated to ensure that no left-over resources 

affect following test runs. For cluster sizes 1 and 10, tests were run five times with 

an upper network policy number limit of 100. For sizes 10, 25 and 50 tests were 

run five times each with an upper network policy number limit of 1000. 

5.2.3 Runtime markers 

Runtimes are recorded at various points of framework execution. The overall 

runtime is recorded as run and split into generate and execute. Generate is the 

time from framework start until test cases are generated, execute the remaining 
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time. Generate is further split into detailed durations for the steps of test 

generation and execute into resource-creation, that is the time from start of 

execute until all resources have been created and result-waiting which is the 

remaining time of execute. Each runner also records detailed runtimes for itself 

including its overall runtime as well as times for each test execution. 

5.2.4 Findings 

In this section the results of the performance evaluation are discussed. The run 

time is expected to increase with number of network policies. A lower number of 

pre-created resources should further increase runtimes as resource-creation time 

should be longer. 

 

Figure 9: Overall runtime per network policy count for different node sizes with 
all resources pre-created 

Figure 9 shows that the first statement is not found to be true, as the lowest 

runtimes can be observed at ten network policies for cluster sizes 1, 25 and 50 

and at 100 network policies for size 10. Except for cluster size 10, increasing 

network policy count does coincide with increased runtime after ten network 

policies. For those clusters the run with one network policy always was the 
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slowest though. For cluster size 10 runtimes behave very irregularly except for 

the 1000 network policy run which is also the slowest in that cluster configuration. 

 

Figure 10: Generate, result-waiting and overall runtime per network policy all 
resources pre-created averaged for all cluster sizes 

In Figure 10 the average of these times is shown as run as well as the generate 

and result-waiting time averaged for all runs. It can be seen that result-waiting is 

most of the run time for runs with less than 1000 NetworkPolicies and a significant 

part for the runs with 1000 NetworkPolicies with generate being most of the 

remaining time of those.  

The result-waiting time could either be due to cluster resources taking long to 

create, as resource-creation does not include waiting for the resources to be 

ready, or that runners somehow run slower relative to the number of 

NetworkPolicies in those runs with less than 1000 NetworkPolicies. 
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Figure 11: Slowest runners' runtime versus result-waiting time averaged across 
test runs with 50 nodes over number of network policies with all resources pre-

created 

Figure 11 demonstrates this not to be true. It is created by comparing the longest 

overall runtime for each test run to result-waiting time for test runs with 50 nodes 

and averaging results. It can be seen that the disparity between the slowest 

runner’s overall runtime and the result-waiting time is very high for 1 network 

policy, followed by 100 network policy runs. For runs with 10 and 1000 network 

policies the two times are close to equal. 

This is the same pattern that can be observed in the curve for the 50 node runs 

in Figure 9. The behavior for other cluster sizes is similar. Other loads on the 

hardware the cluster is run on might have affected these results. The high runtime 

for 1 network policy could be due to the methodology. As this run is always first, 

kubernetes nodes have to pull the images for the test containers before being 

able to run them, potentially explaining this increased runtime. 
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Figure 12: Corrected average runtime in seconds per number of network 
policies for different node counts with all resources pre-created 

 

Figure 13: Overall runtime, test generation time and find-reaching-hosts find 
time per number of network policies 
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In Figure 12 the overall runtime has been corrected for this methodological error 

by subtracting the result-waiting time and adding the slowest runners’ overall run 

time to each runs’ time. It can be observed that the corrected runtime scales 

exponentially for all cluster sizes. This fits the significant increase of generate 

time for 1000 network policy count runs depicted in Figure 10. 

A detailed look on the detailed runtime marks in test generation as shown in 

Figure 13 reveals that most of that time increase is due to a single step in test 

generation called find-reaching-hosts. This is part of the generation of negative 

test cases which includes many host overlap calculations as described in section 

4.3.3. The runtime could be due to the large number of hosts involved in that 

process when searching for negative test cases for 1000 network policies. 

 

Figure 14: Average runtime over number of test cases per runner pod with all 
resources pre-created 

Figure 11 also shows that the slowest runners’ runtime scales linearly in the 50-

node cluster. This is expected as the load should be distributed amongst runners. 

The relationship of overall runner runtime to number of test cases on a runner is 

depicted in Figure 14. This graph confirms that runtimes also scale linearly with 

number of tests. 
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As each network policy results in one test case, 1000 test cases for a single 

runner is unexpected. The steps in Figure 14 are in fact discrete, because all test 

cases were always executed by a single runner pod. This is due to a combination 

of methodology and the subsection Concretizing tests of section 4.4.1. As the 

network policy specifies that all pods are allowed to reach the test pod in the 

ingress rule and the first matching host is chosen when concretizing test cases, 

all cases are specified with the same from pod. This results in the runner pod 

scheduled on the same node as that pod being forced to execute all test cases. 

 

Figure 15: Resource creation time over missing resource count per number of 
nodes 

After looking at the runtime with regard to number of network policies with all 

resources pre-created, Figure 15 shows the effect of missing resources on 

resource-creation time. The number of network policies divided by resource count 

is laid out on the x-Axis. This is equivalent to the order of magnitude of resources 

that had to be created with one meaning that all resources were created and 1000 

indicating that 1000 network policies and a resource count of one were used. 

It can be observed that resource-creation time scales approximately linearly with 

the number of resources that had to be created. For cluster size 50 the time 

fluctuates seemingly more than for lower cluster sizes. This might be due to other 

loads on the clusters’ hardware.  
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Figure 16: Average corrected runtime on resource count per number of network 
policies for 25 nodes 

Finally, Figure 16 shows how resource count influences overall runtime. It can be 

observed that the runtime decreases with rising resource count, albeit only 

slightly. Overall the runtime is mostly affected by the generation time as 

discussed before with resource count playing a subordinate role.  
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6 Conclusion and Outlook 

In this thesis a framework for validating kubernetes policies through automatic 

test generation was successfully designed. The implemented solution shows that 

the design is suitable for validating policies by example of kubernetes 

NetworkPolicy validation. The implemented framework automatically parses 

policies, generates test cases that assert allowed and forbidden connections, 

executes them and collects and summarizes the results. The solution is 

applicable to different networking plugins and scales well with cluster size and 

number of resources to be created. 

In the future, the number of failing tests and their causes could be further 

investigated to improve success rate. It should be investigated, whether these 

failures were due to race conditions or faulty policy enforcement by the 

networking plugins. Especially the consistent failure of positive test cases for 

recipe 11 when using Calico should be further investigated. More test cases could 

be generated by supporting more protocols such as UDP, by implementing 

negative tests for specified ports, by handling named ports and by testing traffic 

to or from outside the cluster. 

The performance could also potentially be improved in the future by randomizing 

the selection of existing pods for test cases for increased parallelization. The 

scaling with number of network policies could also be improved by reducing test 

generation speed.  

Before using the framework in production clusters, its attack surface should be 

reduced by removing privileges from the test runners where possible. 

Aforementioned improvements to the failure rate would enable use of this 

framework for a continuously integrated cluster configuration. 

Finally, the implementation could be expanded by the parts of the concept that 

were out of scope of this thesis, especially by implementing validation of 

ResourceQuotas and PodSecurityPolicies. 
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Appendix A: Networking plugins 

Table 4: Plugins implementing CNI as listed by 
https://github.com/containernetworking/cni and their network policy support 

Name Network Policy Support 

Calico Yes 

Weave Yes 

Contiv Yes 

SR-IOV No 

Cilium Yes 

Infoblox No 

Multus N/A 

romana Yes 

CNI-Genie N/A 

Nuage CNI Yes 

Silk No 

Linen No 

Vhostuser No 

Amzon ECS CNI Plugins No 

Bonding CNI N/A 

ovn-kubernetes No 

Juniper Contrail / TungstenFabric Yes 

Knitter No 

flannel No 
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Appendix B: Evaluation log for Calico from run 7 

Searching for tests in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-network-

policy-recipes-1.1.0/ using kubeconfig 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//config with output path 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico/ 

Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//05-allow-traffic-from-all-

namespaces ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//05-allow-traffic-from-

all-namespaces_results.yaml 

namespace/secondary created 

service/web created 

deployment.apps/web created 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/web-allow-all-namespaces created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 1 cases in 0.4754 seconds 

FROM TO                 PORT 

*:*  secondary:app=web  *   

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//05-allow-traffic-from-

all-namespaces_results.yaml 

Finished running 1 tests in 47.9815 seconds 

FROM TO                 PORT  RESULT    

*:*  secondary:app=web  *     failure   

 

deployment.extensions "web" deleted 

service "web" deleted 

networkpolicy.extensions "web-allow-all-namespaces" deleted 

namespace "secondary" deleted 

Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//03-deny-all-non-whitelisted-

traffic-in-the-namespace ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//03-deny-all-non-

whitelisted-traffic-in-the-namespace_results.yaml 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/default-deny-all created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 1 cases in 0.2094 seconds 

FROM       TO         PORT 

default:*  default:*  -*   

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//03-deny-all-non-

whitelisted-traffic-in-the-namespace_results.yaml 

Finished running 1 tests in 6.9337 seconds 

FROM       TO         PORT  RESULT    

default:*  default:*  -*    success   

 

networkpolicy.extensions "default-deny-all" deleted 
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Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//02-limit-traffic-to-an-

application ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//02-limit-traffic-to-an-

application_results.yaml 

service/apiserver created 

deployment.apps/apiserver created 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/api-allow created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 4 cases in 0.2280 seconds 

FROM                                                                       

TO                              PORT 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=bookstore                            

default:app=bookstore,role=api  -*   

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=bookstore                            

default:app=bookstore,role=api  -*   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-

app=bookstore  default:app=bookstore,role=api  -*   

default:app=bookstore                                                      

default:app=bookstore,role=api  *    

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//02-limit-traffic-to-an-

application_results.yaml 

Finished running 4 tests in 15.8588 seconds 

FROM                                                                       

TO                              PORT  RESULT    

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=bookstore                            

default:app=bookstore,role=api  -*    success   

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=bookstore                            

default:app=bookstore,role=api  -*    success   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-

app=bookstore  default:app=bookstore,role=api  -*    success   

default:app=bookstore                                                      

default:app=bookstore,role=api  *     success   

 

deployment.extensions "apiserver" deleted 

service "apiserver" deleted 

networkpolicy.extensions "api-allow" deleted 

Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//07-allow-traffic-from-some-pods-

in-another-namespace ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//07-allow-traffic-from-

some-pods-in-another-namespace_results.yaml 

service/web created 

deployment.apps/web created 

namespace/other created 

namespace/other labeled 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/web-allow-all-ns-monitoring created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 4 cases in 0.2202 seconds 

FROM                                                                                 

TO               PORT 

team=operations:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-type=monitoring                            

default:app=web  -*   
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thesis-mbischoff-inverted-team=operations:thesis-mbischoff-

inverted-type=monitoring  default:app=web  -*   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-team=operations:type=monitoring                            

default:app=web  -*   

team=operations:type=monitoring                                                      

default:app=web  *    

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//07-allow-traffic-from-

some-pods-in-another-namespace_results.yaml 

Finished running 4 tests in 17.9966 seconds 

FROM                                                                                 

TO               PORT  RESULT    

team=operations:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-type=monitoring                            

default:app=web  -*    success   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-team=operations:thesis-mbischoff-

inverted-type=monitoring  default:app=web  -*    success   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-team=operations:type=monitoring                            

default:app=web  -*    success   

team=operations:type=monitoring                                                      

default:app=web  *     success   

 

networkpolicy.extensions "web-allow-all-ns-monitoring" deleted 

namespace "other" deleted 

deployment.extensions "web" deleted 

service "web" deleted 

Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//10-allowing-traffic-with-

multiple-selectors ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//10-allowing-traffic-

with-multiple-selectors_results.yaml 

service/db created 

deployment.apps/db created 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/redis-allow-services created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 12 cases in 0.2418 seconds 

FROM                                                                                                             

TO                             PORT 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=bookstore,role=api                                                         

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=bookstore,role=search                                                      

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=inventory,role=web                                                         

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-

app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=search  

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*   

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-

inverted-role=api                               

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*   

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-

inverted-role=search                            

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*   

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=inventory,thesis-mbischoff-

inverted-role=web                               

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*   
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thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-

app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=api     

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-

app=inventory,thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=web     

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*   

default:app=bookstore,role=search                                                                                

default:app=bookstore,role=db  *    

default:app=bookstore,role=api                                                                                   

default:app=bookstore,role=db  *    

default:app=inventory,role=web                                                                                   

default:app=bookstore,role=db  *    

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//10-allowing-traffic-

with-multiple-selectors_results.yaml 

Finished running 12 tests in 26.4368 seconds 

FROM                                                                                                             

TO                             PORT  RESULT    

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=bookstore,role=api                                                         

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*    success   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=bookstore,role=search                                                      

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*    success   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=inventory,role=web                                                         

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*    success   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-

app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=search  

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*    success   

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-

inverted-role=api                               

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*    success   

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-

inverted-role=search                            

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*    success   

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=inventory,thesis-mbischoff-

inverted-role=web                               

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*    success   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-

app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=api     

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*    success   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-

app=inventory,thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=web     

default:app=bookstore,role=db  -*    success   

default:app=bookstore,role=search                                                                                

default:app=bookstore,role=db  *     failure   

default:app=bookstore,role=api                                                                                   

default:app=bookstore,role=db  *     failure   

default:app=inventory,role=web                                                                                   

default:app=bookstore,role=db  *     failure   

 

deployment.extensions "db" deleted 

service "db" deleted 

networkpolicy.extensions "redis-allow-services" deleted 

Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//06-allow-traffic-from-a-

namespace ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//06-allow-traffic-from-a-

namespace_results.yaml 

service/web created 
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deployment.apps/web created 

namespace/dev created 

namespace/dev labeled 

namespace/prod created 

namespace/prod labeled 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/web-allow-prod created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 2 cases in 0.2647 seconds 

FROM                                            TO               

PORT 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-purpose=production:*  default:app=web  -*   

purpose=production:*                            default:app=web  *    

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//06-allow-traffic-from-a-

namespace_results.yaml 

Finished running 2 tests in 11.8933 seconds 

FROM                                            TO               

PORT  RESULT    

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-purpose=production:*  default:app=web  -*    

success   

purpose=production:*                            default:app=web  *     

success   

 

networkpolicy.extensions "web-allow-prod" deleted 

deployment.extensions "web" deleted 

service "web" deleted 

namespace "prod" deleted 

namespace "dev" deleted 

Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//04-deny-traffic-from-other-

namespaces ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//04-deny-traffic-from-

other-namespaces_results.yaml 

namespace/secondary created 

service/web created 

deployment.apps/web created 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/deny-from-other-namespaces created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 2 cases in 0.2349 seconds 

FROM                                   TO           PORT 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-secondary:*  secondary:*  -*   

secondary:*                            secondary:*  *    

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//04-deny-traffic-from-

other-namespaces_results.yaml 

Finished running 2 tests in 10.0419 seconds 

FROM                                   TO           PORT  RESULT    

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-secondary:*  secondary:*  -*    success   

secondary:*                            secondary:*  *     success   

 

deployment.extensions "web" deleted 

service "web" deleted 

networkpolicy.extensions "deny-from-other-namespaces" deleted 

namespace "secondary" deleted 
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Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//11-deny-egress-traffic-from-an-

application ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//11-deny-egress-traffic-

from-an-application_results.yaml 

service/web created 

deployment.apps/web created 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/foo-deny-egress created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 3 cases in 0.2179 seconds 

FROM             TO               PORT 

default:app=foo  *:*              53   

default:app=foo  *:*              53   

default:app=foo  default:app=foo  -*   

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//11-deny-egress-traffic-

from-an-application_results.yaml 

Finished running 1 tests in 8.9543 seconds 

FROM             TO               PORT  RESULT    

default:app=foo  default:app=foo  -*    success   

 

deployment.extensions "web" deleted 

service "web" deleted 

networkpolicy.extensions "foo-deny-egress" deleted 

Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//09-allow-traffic-only-to-a-port 

; Results will be saved to /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//09-allow-traffic-only-

to-a-port_results.yaml 

deployment.apps/apiserver created 

service/apiserver created 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/api-allow-5000 created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 4 cases in 0.2449 seconds 

FROM                                                                         

TO                     PORT    

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:role=monitoring                            

default:app=apiserver  -5000   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-

role=monitoring  default:app=apiserver  -5000   

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=monitoring                            

default:app=apiserver  -5000   

default:role=monitoring                                                      

default:app=apiserver  5000    

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//09-allow-traffic-only-

to-a-port_results.yaml 

Finished running 4 tests in 16.0372 seconds 

FROM                                                                         

TO                     PORT   RESULT    

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:role=monitoring                            

default:app=apiserver  -5000  success   

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-

role=monitoring  default:app=apiserver  -5000  success   
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default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=monitoring                            

default:app=apiserver  -5000  success   

default:role=monitoring                                                      

default:app=apiserver  5000   success   

 

deployment.extensions "apiserver" deleted 

service "apiserver" deleted 

networkpolicy.extensions "api-allow-5000" deleted 

Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//01-deny-all-traffic-to-an-

application ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//01-deny-all-traffic-to-

an-application_results.yaml 

service/web created 

deployment.apps/web created 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/web-deny-all created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 1 cases in 0.2280 seconds 

FROM             TO               PORT 

default:app=web  default:app=web  -*   

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//01-deny-all-traffic-to-

an-application_results.yaml 

Finished running 1 tests in 8.6915 seconds 

FROM             TO               PORT  RESULT    

default:app=web  default:app=web  -*    success   

 

deployment.extensions "web" deleted 

service "web" deleted 

networkpolicy.extensions "web-deny-all" deleted 

Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//12-deny-all-non-whitelisted-

traffic-from-the-namespace ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//12-deny-all-non-

whitelisted-traffic-from-the-namespace_results.yaml 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/default-deny-all-egress created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 1 cases in 0.2018 seconds 

FROM       TO         PORT 

default:*  default:*  -*   

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//12-deny-all-non-

whitelisted-traffic-from-the-namespace_results.yaml 

Finished running 1 tests in 17.0408 seconds 

FROM       TO         PORT   RESULT    

default:*  default:*  20839  ERR: Couldn't resolve host 

'default:svc-default-any' with hostname svc-default-any.default 

 

networkpolicy.extensions "default-deny-all-egress" deleted 

Starting evaluation for recipe in ./tmp/evaluation_set/kubernetes-

network-policy-recipes-1.1.0//res//02a-allow-all-traffic-to-an-

application ; Results will be saved to 

/Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-
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mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//02a-allow-all-traffic-

to-an-application_results.yaml 

service/web created 

deployment.apps/web created 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/web-deny-all created 

networkpolicy.networking.k8s.io/web-allow-all created 

Waiting a minute to give the policy a chance to settle in 

 

Generated 1 cases in 0.2093 seconds 

FROM TO               PORT 

*:*  default:app=web  *   

 

Writing results to file /Users/mbischoff/Projects/thesis-

mbischoff/tmp/runs//20180914114824/calico//02a-allow-all-traffic-

to-an-application_results.yaml 

Finished running 1 tests in 7.7252 seconds 

FROM TO               PORT  RESULT    

*:*  default:app=web  *     success   

 

deployment.extensions "web" deleted 

service "web" deleted 

networkpolicy.extensions "web-allow-all" deleted 

networkpolicy.extensions "web-deny-all" deleted 
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Appendix C: Test results for different network plugins 

Table 5: Test cases with results for different networking plugins. Checkmark (✓) 
indicates that the case always was successful, the cross (❌) that it always 

failed and the tilde (~) that it sometimes failed 

Recipe 
Test case 

calico
 

ro
m

a
n

a 

w
eave

 

01-deny-all-traffic-to-an-application 
   

default:app=web default:app=web -* ✓ ❌ ❌ 

02-limit-traffic-to-an-application 
   

default:app=bookstore default:app=bookstore,role=api * ~ ~ ~ 

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=bookstore 
default:app=bookstore,role=api -* 

✓ ~ ~ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=bookstore 
default:app=bookstore,role=api -* 

✓ ~ ~ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-
app=bookstore default:app=bookstore,role=api -* 

✓ ~ ~ 

02a-allow-all-traffic-to-an-application 
   

*:* default:app=web * ✓ ~ ✓ 
03-deny-all-non-whitelisted-traffic-in-the-namespace 

   

default:* default:* -* ✓ ✓ ~ 

04-deny-traffic-from-other-namespaces 
   

secondary:* secondary:* * ✓ ~ ✓ 
thesis-mbischoff-inverted-secondary:* secondary:* -* ✓ ❌ ❌ 

05-allow-traffic-from-all-namespaces 
   

*:* secondary:app=web * ~ ~ ~ 

06-allow-traffic-from-a-namespace 
   

purpose=production:* default:app=web * ✓ ~ ✓ 
thesis-mbischoff-inverted-purpose=production:* default:app=web -* ✓ ~ ❌ 

07-allow-traffic-from-some-pods-in-another-namespace 
   

team=operations:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-type=monitoring 
default:app=web -* 

✓ ~ ❌ 

team=operations:type=monitoring default:app=web * ✓ ~ ✓ 
thesis-mbischoff-inverted-team=operations:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-
type=monitoring default:app=web -* 

✓ ~ ❌ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-team=operations:type=monitoring 
default:app=web -* 

✓ ~ ❌ 

09-allow-traffic-only-to-a-port 
   

default:role=monitoring default:app=apiserver 5000 ✓ ~ ✓ 
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Recipe 
Test case 

calico
 

ro
m

a
n

a 

w
eave

 

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=monitoring default:app=apiserver 
-5000 

✓ ~ ❌ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:role=monitoring default:app=apiserver 
-5000 

✓ ~ ❌ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-
role=monitoring default:app=apiserver -5000 

✓ ~ ❌ 

10-allowing-traffic-with-multiple-selectors 
   

default:app=bookstore,role=api default:app=bookstore,role=db * ❌ ~ ❌ 

default:app=bookstore,role=search default:app=bookstore,role=db * ❌ ✓ ❌ 

default:app=inventory,role=web default:app=bookstore,role=db * ❌ ✓ ❌ 

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-
inverted-role=api default:app=bookstore,role=db -* 

✓ ~ ✓ 

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-
inverted-role=search default:app=bookstore,role=db -* 

✓ ~ ✓ 

default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-app=inventory,thesis-mbischoff-
inverted-role=web default:app=bookstore,role=db -* 

✓ ❌ ✓ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=bookstore,role=api 
default:app=bookstore,role=db -* 

✓ ~ ✓ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=bookstore,role=search 
default:app=bookstore,role=db -* 

✓ ~ ✓ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:app=inventory,role=web 
default:app=bookstore,role=db -* 

✓ ❌ ✓ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-
app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=api 
default:app=bookstore,role=db -* 

✓ ~ ✓ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-
app=bookstore,thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=search 
default:app=bookstore,role=db -* 

✓ ~ ✓ 

thesis-mbischoff-inverted-default:thesis-mbischoff-inverted-
app=inventory,thesis-mbischoff-inverted-role=web 
default:app=bookstore,role=db -* 

✓ ~ ✓ 

11-deny-egress-traffic-from-an-application 
   

default:app=foo default:app=foo -* ✓ ❌ ✓ 
12-deny-all-non-whitelisted-traffic-from-the-namespace 

   

default:* default:* -* ❌ ❌ ❌ 
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